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I ntervie w

Women in Technology
with Kellyn Pot’Vin
Kellyn Pot’Vin

You’re the first woman to be interviewed in the NoCOUG
Journal in its 28-year history. Why are there fewer prominent
women than men in technology?
The topic of women in technology is a complex one, cover
ing many areas, but we Americans have added cultural chal
lenges that are not as prevalent in Europe and are different
from those in the Middle East and Asia. Educational focus,
media, and lack of role models and mentoring round off the
list of reasons.
To simplify the situation as much as possible, back in the
1980s there was a consistent increase in women going into tech
nical fields, hitting a high mark of around 38% in the early 1990s.
This was quite close to the percentage of women in the overall
workforce, and no one is quite sure why it started to decline. As
I noted, research points to complex cultural issues, along with
different localized challenges. I started becoming interested in
the topic as many of the women around me in the Denver area
departed the technical arena. Many left high tech for “soft tech,”
(project management, technical management, and technical re
cruiting), and others left the industry altogether. When I asked
them why they were leaving, the responses included lack of sup
port and experiences of being bypassed for promotion, along
with personal demands not meshing with career ones.
We’ve all experienced this decline in high tech. Women now
are leaving the industry at an almost 41% rate due to cultural
changes, and young women don’t consider technical careers for
their future as often as they could. This has resulted in increas
ingly lower numbers of women in tech (down to 23%), and even
less involvement when it comes to the additional career- and
network-building opportunities of writing articles, books, or
blogs; attending or speaking at conferences; or leading a startup.
Anyone who engages in a career-building venture—such as
writing, networking, and presenting—is going to be open to
more scrutiny and face demands on personal time from the tasks
and requests. These ventures can be daunting to women, many
of whom have a tendency to over-scrutinize themselves, only
taking on challenges when they’ve ensured that they are 110%
qualified to perform the task. Why does this happen? Gender
study research says much of it is cultural, as boys grow up being
challenged to take risks. If boys fail, they are told to get up, brush
themselves off, and continue on. Girls are less likely to be offered
this type of encouragement. As a result, rather than taking on
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risk, women are more likely get stuck in self-examination unless
(or until) they feel their success is guaranteed.
Attending conferences or outside networking events takes
women away from the workplace and/or family. Women are also
under considerable pressure to be the first ones available for fam
ily: children, spouse, and parents. Men are often given little sup
port and, in fact, receive the opposite when they perform what is
considered a woman’s role within the family, making it difficult
for them to step into a more equalized role. This adds more pres
sure on women not to invest in outside activities unless they are
connected with their family.
Women are great communicators, but they sometimes have
concerns about building a network. Women fear that they will be
misunderstood by male peers if they reach out to network with
them. They can feel alienated in all-male work environments and
feel uncomfortable going out to lunch or having any contact
outside of work with a male peer. This is another reason that
mentoring is so important to women in the industry. They often
feel isolated, and having support is crucial to retaining them in
the industry. I often remind those I mentor that their network is
essential to their career growth.
Presenting and writing are not tasks that women take on
lightly or very often. All of the above adds up, along with those
cultural challenges, to deter many women from speaking at con
ferences and/or writing articles. Truth be told, this is the quickest
way to become known in the industry and respected in the tech
nical arena. Having your name out there and your knowledge
shared makes you a considerable asset.
Despite all of these challenges, there are, in fact, many women
in our field who have persevered, built their careers, and suc
ceeded in IT. Two of the women whose specialized knowledge
and presentation skills are very familiar to NoCOUG members
are Maria Colgan, the product manager for Oracle Database 12c
In-Memory Option, and Gwen Shapira, an Oracle ACE Director,
OakTable member, and Big Data maven.
What should companies like Microsoft, Google, Facebook,
Twitter, and Yahoo do (or not do) to bring more women into
technology? Would you call for affirmative action and outreach,
or would that lead to reverse discrimination?
I have to say that, honestly, I haven’t experienced much dis
crimination in my career. Almost all companies have mature
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policies in place to deal with discrimination, and what we really
experience these days are unconscious bias and cultural chal
lenges. Intent is not a component of unconscious bias, and it’s not
isolated to one gender—both men and women possess some
unconscious bias and, as the term “unconscious” deems, we are
often unaware of it. Our ancestors wouldn’t have survived with
out it, as it was how we identified our world, but it does now hold
us back as a society.
Consider that the cost of unconscious bias and cultural chal
lenges is that less than 25% of the people in our field are women,
and then look at race. Technology workers are only 30% Asian,
3% Hispanic, and 2% black. This is very troubling when you
consider the small percentages representing the population as a
whole that are contributing to the future of technology—and yes,
I think we are all losing out. How many people in society use a
computer, tablet, or smartphone? How many rely on online ser
vices, systems, and programs? Research has already shown how
important the contributions of both genders and diverse cultures
are to the economy and overall prosperity of a country.
A young Oracle professional in India named Ranit Biswas asked
Cary Millsap, “How did you learn so much about Oracle?” and
Cary responded at length on his blog. What advice would you
want to pass on to young Ranit?
Although it’s impossible to top Cary’s excellent answer, I can
add the following:
➤

Find those that can guide you and offer you honest advice;

➤

Ignore those that only offer criticism and not options;

➤

Be generous and gracious to others in the industry; and

➤

Always do research, always support your answers with
data, and never assume.

(Editor’s Note: With Cary’s permission, his entire response has been
reprinted in this issue of the NoCOUG Journal.)
How did you get started in the DBA field, and what were the
things that you did right during your career that Ranit and others like him can learn from?
In my early 20s, I suffered from a mysterious and challenging
autoimmune disease that caused strokes. By the time my doctors
had the answer, I’d suffered five strokes, I’d lost 48% of my leftside visual field and 9 years of recent memories, and I could no
longer perform the duties of my current career.
I started physical and speech therapy, and relearned to drive
and balance a checkbook, along with other knowledge I’d gained
as a young adult. I also started to learn how to do basic job tasks
again, and began working in retail. Starting over seemed over
whelming, and I found the only way I could work through it was
to break it down into very small tasks. As I completed these tasks
and refused to give up on anything, these small accomplishments
turned into real recovery and growth.
I went from selling computers to desktop support to becom
ing a DBA. As a DBA, I was never afraid of taking on difficult
challenges, as I broke them down into these same small tasks. I
didn’t fear failure and continued to succeed. It’s important to
know that there is great power in the simple act of doing. There
are so many people who say they will do something but then
never get around to it. The 18th-century philosopher Goethe said,
“What you can do, or dream you can do, begin it; Boldness has
genius, power and magic in it.” He was right.
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When I first started as a DBA in 2000, I only had my Oracle
certification courses to support me. I started with a local com
pany as a junior database administrator and looked forward to
really starting to immerse myself in the Oracle database. There
was an issue though: the company had just let go a senior MSSQL
DBA and needed someone to take over the very large MSSQL 7.0
clustered database on Windows NT. Within the DBA team, no
one wanted anything to do with this behemoth and, of course,
there were snide remarks from the Oracle DBAs, who had no
desire to touch Microsoft SQL Server. My philosophy was that I
was there to support the company and the users, and I also
thought of it as an intriguing challenge. I was quickly informed
after I volunteered to take on the job that the DBA team was not
on speaking terms with the application support or users for this
large environment. I was not allowed to break the silence and
instructed that I must figure out how to take it over without their
support.
This was against everything I believed in, especially since I’d
previously worked in the support world. I followed the lead
DBA’s instructions for approximately three weeks before I finally
went to the director of the application and users for my new
MSSQL system and said, “So I hear that my group and your
group are not on speaking terms. I think that sucks and I’d really
like to change it.” Over the next four years, I supported and up
graded their MSSQL environment, along with Oracle and Sybase
databases, and this group was there for me during even the most
difficult times.
I learned that no matter what your level of knowledge or skill
is, you can’t do your job alone as well as you can with the support
of a team. The database is in the middle of everything, and as
such, embracing those around you is a sure path to success.
Since you are in the Enterprise Manager product management
team, we had to ask: why was every DBA’s favorite database
administration tool, dbconsole, replaced in Oracle Database 12c
with a tool that has one-tenth the functionality? Yes, I know Grid
Control or Cloud Control, as it is now called, is available, but not
every dev, test, and prod database in the organization needs to be
plugged into Cloud Control, and not every DBA, developer, and
developer DBA in the company is part of the same team.
I have to admit, it’s not a question I think about very often
as I’m very much removed from the dbconsole/EM Express
product. We have a number of groups that support Enterprise
Manager, and I joined Oracle only recently, having embraced
Enterprise Manager when it released 12c and after the introduc
tion of EM Express. With that background understood before I
answer, I’ll add that I’m always fascinated that each specialist has
their own preferred method of how a system is accessed, man
aged, and monitored. So to me, EM12c is a simple requirement
in any Oracle environment. My preferred method is to have a
central repository and console, offloading any footprint from the
source database outside of the agent’s interaction with it. I never
liked having a dozen or more URLs to access what could be
reached from one centralized Enterprise Manager. And I’m al
ways looking five years down the road, so it’s difficult for me to
view EM12c as over-engineered, considering the growth and di
rection most companies are seeing nowadays. With advanced
roles, administration groups, and security, it’s very easy to isolate
environments by teams and lines of business, and even to make
departments responsible for resource usage with chargeback. I’m
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sensitive to someone’s preference for the previous dbconsole tool,
but I do believe that the team that created EM Express had the
right ideas. They created a tool that has performance similar to
EM12c and gives developers access to performance data.
(Editor’s note: Enterprise Manager Express in Oracle Database 12c
comes with the EM_EXPRESS_BASIC role for developers, which
gives developers access to performance data that they were
historically blocked from accessing. http://docs.oracle.com/
database/121/ADMQS/em_manage.htm#ADMQS12090 has
more information.)
You seem to be a fan of breaking down the walls between database administrators and application developers. Application
developers are responsible for application performance and
have the most vested interest in performance data so that they
can do their jobs right, but why are database administrators so
dead set against giving application developers unfettered access
to performance data (such as AWR, ADDM, ASH, Statspack,
10053 and 10046 traces, tkprof, and dynamic performance
views) from the production database? Don’t the database administrators have other interesting things to do, like attending to
security, backups, upgrades, and high availability?
The source of this goes back to what makes a good database
administrator: the candidate must have some “control issues” to
ensure that they are good at protecting the database, all of the
database, and the data behind it. This valuable mindset can also
mean an inability to share as easily as other team members.
DBAs must always remember that they are there to protect the
business, and it’s in the business’s best interest to have the best
code in production. To embrace this goal and to respect others
for what they offer a team can make a huge difference in a DBA
being viewed as a team member rather than a roadblock. Of
fering read-only access to view performance data via Enterprise
Manager and instructing developers in performance-enhancing
techniques and troubleshooting removes some of the demands

“Find those that can guide you and
offer you honest advice. Ignore
those that only offer criticism and
not options. Be generous and
gracious to others in the industry.
Always do research, always
support your answers with data,
and never assume.”
on the DBA, allowing time to be allocated to more interesting
tasks.
But as regards security, backups, upgrades, and high availabil
ity, I don’t personally find them very interesting. I’m all about
automation. I believe in automating patching, upgrading, and
provisioning via the tools that Oracle provides, like Database as
a Service and Enterprise Manager patch plans. Many DBAs may
be willing to do the same tasks they’ve always done in the same
way they’ve always done them, but if future growth and demand
is any indication, we must learn to do more with less, and auto
mation is the key to that.
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NoCOUG has been around for 28 years. The upcoming conference will be our 112th conference. That’s an amazing story, but
it’s a tale of declining numbers. Is NoCOUG a dinosaur in the
Internet age? We offer simply amazing quality, but what real
reason is there for anybody to skip a day of work to listen to
presentations when so many presentations (and entire recordings) are available on the Internet? It’s like an episode of
Restaurant Impossible. What items should we add to our menu
to keep the diners coming back, and how can we reach the thousands of Oracle professionals in our area who have never heard
about NoCOUG. We’re envious that the RMOUG conference is
so big. What do you have on the menu that we don’t? Would you
advise us to switch from our current model of four multipletrack full-day conferences per year to a single conference each
year? Additionally, the current board members have been serving for way too long and are close to complete exhaustion because we have no staff—not that we could afford it anyway. We
really need new ideas, Chef Kellyn.
Are user groups dinosaurs in the Internet age? I’ve considered
this topic many times in the last couple of years as I work to en
hance and build out RMOUG’s yearly conference and to ensure
that we provide the best possible support for our Oracle com
munity here in Denver. I think the word “community” is key. We
have so many virtual communities these days, but human con
tact via meet-ups and conferences will never be completely re
placed by online options. At the same time, we do understand
our members have work and personal demands that can make it
difficult for them to attend in person. It’s important for us to
offer as many options as possible to fit their busy schedules. To
find all the coolest offerings from other conferences, bring them
to ours, and make it even better is often my goal.
As to what the conference model should be? We have a single
large conference for those that can only attend once per year, and
then we have three smaller quarterly education workshops
(spring, summer, fall), for those that can attend more often. To
switch to four equal-sized events rather than the current setup
would be quite difficult for us, and I do believe our members
would miss out. They prefer to look forward to a single large
event, and then for those that can get away more times per year,
we put on our quarterly events.
I understand the exhaustion of volunteers, too, and—as a
conference director—maybe all too well. I am constantly pushing
to automate more and more. Thinking that I could unexpectedly
be sidelined and wondering how anyone would want to volun
teer if the process of running a conference is so challenging
comes to mind on a regular basis. Technology can ease many of
these difficulties, and I’m always on the lookout for a new way to
automate a task.
You have an incredible source of knowledge in the people that
are part of the board and those who support NoCOUG. Ask
those who attend and speak at conferences, like Gwen Shapira,
Kyle Hailey, and others, what they liked about the last conference
they attended. Speak to those that attend your conferences. Find
out what would make it easier for them to attend more often and
make them more likely to invite others to join them, and then
also reach out to the community. You are in an area with incred
ible start-up growth, and many of them will be new to Oracle and
new to NoCOUG. Find a way to introduce them to your great
organization.
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You’re a social media expert. What’s your advice for the rest of
us social media noobs?
With the popularity of social media, more focus has been
placed on personal brands, not just on company brands. A per
sonal brand is your online identity on the Internet. Creating a
powerful personal brand requires thought, persistence, and a
desire to learn about what is required to be successful in the
world of social media and the Internet.

“Post only on what is important to
you. Remember that nothing
disappears from the Internet.
Choose your words wisely and only
provide information about your
personal life that you are
comfortable sharing with the
whole world!”

You should have a clear idea of the image you wish to present
to the public, and know the value you bring to your community
and how you wish to grow as a part of it. For example, my per
sonal brand, DBAKevlar (http://about.me/DBAKevlar) is based
on my technical identity. Your identity determines who your
followers will be.
There are four common categories of social media users: net
workers, for whom professional contacts are everything; social
izers, who are interested in interaction and communication that
is more often social in nature rather than strictly professional;
lurkers, who monitor social media but rarely post anything; and
broadcasters, who send out information but are less likely to in
teract.
Outside of social media, we have the following categories:
authors, who write articles and/or books; contributors, who only
contribute to sites owned by other groups/individuals; content
providers, who simply push out content from other providers but
produce nothing original themselves; and bloggers, who post
original content on their own websites.
My DBAKevlar brand is a combination of a number of these
categories, as I’m heavily involved on the Internet compared to
most users. For social media, I’m considered a networker and
broadcaster. Outside of social media, I fall into all four catego
ries, as I produce my own blog and magazine, write for other
publications, push content, and also contribute to other users’
sites.
If you want followers who are interested in you technically
and in the topics that you feel passionately about, post only on
what is important to you. Remember that nothing disappears
from the Internet. Choose your words wisely and only provide
information about your personal life that you are comfortable
sharing with the whole world!

manager/sales team member instead of a high-end techie. My
manager looked at me and he said “then stop dressing like one.”
The next day I painted my fingernails black. In my first meeting,
as expected, people made numerous comments about my nails,
but they also started asking me technical questions. Within a few
weeks, I was either wearing combat or cowboy boots, and from
that point on, I was rarely taken for anything but a high-end
techie! s
A strong advocate for women in technology, Kellyn Pot’Vin is an
OakTable Network Member and was an Oracle ACE Director
until joining a group of Enterprise Manager specialists at Oracle
Corporation. She specializes in environment optimization tuning,
automation, and creating robust, enterprise-level systems. Kellyn
works almost exclusively on multi-TB-sized databases, including
Exadata and solid-state disk solutions, and is known for her extensive work with Enterprise Manager 12c and its command-line interface. She is the co-author of a number of technical books; hosts
webinars for ODTUG, OTN, and All Things Oracle; and has presented at Oracle Open World, Hotsos, IOUG Collaborate, ODTUG
Kaleidoscope, and numerous other U.S. and European conferences. Originally from French Canada, her motto is “Tomber sept fois,
se relever huit!” which means “Fall seven times, rise eight times!”
She blogs at www.dbakevlar.com, and her Twitter handle is
DbaKevlar.

DATABASE RECOVERY HAS NEVER BEEN SO

SUCCESSFUL!

Axxana’s award winning Phoenix System
offering unprecedented data protection and
cross-application consistency for Oracle
databases, including Exadata.

On the subject of personal branding, what drives your unusual
fashion choices?
Mid-career, I wasn’t receiving as many technical challenges as
my male peers. I was explaining to my manager one day that I
was frustrated about being mistaken for an end user/project
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Troubleshooting Oracle
Performance
by Christian Antognini
This is the first chapter of Troubleshooting Oracle Performance
(Second Edition, 2014) by Christian Antognini, reprinted with per
mission. This chapter describes key issues of dealing with performance problems: why it is essential to approach performance
problems at the right moment and in a methodological way, why
understanding business needs and problems is absolutely important,
and why it is necessary to agree on what good performance means.

T

oo often, optimization begins when an application’s
development is already finished. This is unfortunate
because it implies that performance is not as impor
tant as other crucial requirements of the application.
Performance is not merely optional, though; it is a key property
of an application. Not only does poor performance jeopardize
the acceptance of an application, it usually leads to a lower re
turn on investment because of lower productivity of those using
it. In fact, as shown in several IBM studies from the early 1980s,
there is a close relationship between performance and user pro
ductivity. The studies showed a one-to-one decrease in user
think time and error rates as system transaction rates increased.
This was attributed to a user’s loss of attention because of longer
wait times. In addition, poorly performing applications lead to
higher costs for software, hardware, and maintenance. For these
reasons, this chapter discusses why it is important to plan per
formance, which are the most common design mistakes that
lead to sub-optimal performance, and how to know when an
application is experiencing performance problems. Then, the
chapter covers how to approach performance problems when
they occur.
Do You Need to Plan Performance?
In software engineering, different models are used to manage
development projects. Whether the model used is a sequential
life cycle like a waterfall model or an iterative life cycle like the
one used with agile methodologies, an application goes through
a number of common phases (see Figure 1-1). These phases may
occur once (in the waterfall model) or several times (in the itera
tive model) in development projects.

Figure 1-1. Essential phases in application development.
If you think carefully about the tasks to carry out for each of
these phases, you may notice that performance is inherent to
each of them. In spite of this, real development teams quite often
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forget about performance, at least until performance problems
arise. At that point, it may be too late. Therefore, the following
sections cover what you should not forget, from a performance
point of view, the next time you are developing an application.
Requirements Analysis
Simply put, a requirements analysis defines the aim of an ap
plication and therefore what it is expected to achieve. To do a
requirements analysis, it is quite common to interview several
stakeholders. This is necessary because it is unlikely that only
one person can define all the business and technical require
ments. Because requirements come from several sources, they
must be carefully analyzed, especially to find out whether they
potentially conflict. It is crucial when performing a requirements
analysis to not only focus on the functionalities the application
has to provide but also to carefully define their utilization. For
each specific function, it is essential to know how many users1
are expected to interact with it, how often they are expected to
use it, and what the expected response time is for one usage. In
other words, you must define the expected performance figures.
Response Time
The time interval between the moment a request enters a
system or functional unit and the moment it leaves is called response time. The response time can be further broken down into
the time needed by the system to process the request, which is
called service time, and the time the request is waiting to be pro
cessed, which is called wait time (or queueing delay in queueing
theory).
response time = service time + wait time

If you consider that a request enters a system when a user
performs an action, such as clicking a button, and goes out of the
system when the user receives an answer in response to the ac
tion, you can call that interval user response time. In other words,
the user response time is the time required to process a request
from the user’s perspective.
In some situations, like for web applications, considering user
response time is uncommon because it is usually not possible to
track the requests before they hit the first component of the ap
plication (typically a web server). In addition, most of the time
guaranteeing a user response time is not possible because the
1

Note that a user is not always a human being. For example, if you are defin
ing requirements for a web service, it is likely that only other applications
will use it.
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provider of the application is not responsible for the network
between the user’s application, typically a browser, and the first
component of the application. In such situations, it is more sen
sible to measure and guarantee the interval between the entry of
requests into the first component of the system and when they
exit. This elapsed time is called system response time.
Table 1-1 shows an example of the expected performance
figures for the actions provided by JPetStore.2 For each action,
the guaranteed system response times for 90% and 99.99% of the
requests entering the system are given. Most of the time, guaran
teeing performance for all requests (in other words, 100%) is ei
ther not possible or too expensive. It is quite common, therefore,
to define that a small number of requests may not achieve the
requested response time. Because the workload on the system
changes during the day, two values are specified for the maxi
mum arrival rate. In this specific case, the highest transaction
rate is expected during the day, but in other situations—for ex
ample, when batch jobs are scheduled for nights—it could be
different.
Action

Max. Response
Time(s)

Max. Arrival
Rate (trx/min)

90%

99.99%

0-7

8-23

Register/change profile

2

5

1

2

Sign in/sign out

0.5

1

5

20

Search products

1

2

60

240

Display product overview

1

2

30

120

Display product details

1.5

3

10

36

Add/update/remove
product in/from cart

1

2

4

12

Show cart

1

3

8

32

Submit/confirm order

1

2

2

8

Show orders

2

5

4

16

Table 1-1. Performance Figures for Typical Actions Provided by a
Web Shop
These performance requirements are not only essential
throughout the next phases of application development (as you
will see in the following sections), but later you can also use them
as the basis for defining service level agreements and for capaci
ty-planning purposes.
Service Level Agreements
A service level agreement (SLA) is a contract defining a clear
relationship between a service provider and a service consumer.
It describes, among others things, the provided service, its level
of availability regarding uptime and downtime, the response
time, the level of customer support, and what happens if the
provider is not able to fulfill the agreement.
Defining service level agreements with regard to response
time makes sense only if it is possible to verify their fulfillment.
They require the definition of clear and measurable performance
figures and their associated targets. These performance figures
are commonly called key performance indicators (KPI). Ideally a
monitoring tool is used to gather, store, and evaluate them. In
fact, the idea is not only to flag when a target is not fulfilled but
also to keep a log for reporting and capacity-planning purposes.
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To gather these performance figures, you can use two main tech
niques. The first takes advantage of the output of instrumenta
tion code (see Chapter 2 for more information). The second one
is to use a response-time monitoring tool (see the section
“Response-Time Monitoring” later in this chapter).
Analysis and Design
Based on the requirements, the architects are able to design a
solution. At the beginning, for the purpose of defining the archi
tecture, considering all requirements is essential. In fact, an ap
plication that has to handle a high workload must be designed
from the beginning to achieve this requirement. This is espe
cially the case if techniques such as parallelization, distributed
computing, or reutilization of results are implemented. For ex
ample, designing a client/server application aimed at supporting
a few users performing a dozen transactions per minute is quite
different from designing a distributed application aimed at sup
porting thousands of users performing hundreds of transactions
per second.
Sometimes requirements also impact the architecture by im
posing limits on the utilization of a specific resource. For exam
ple, the architecture of an application to be used by mobile
devices connected to the server through a slow network must
absolutely be conceived to support a long latency and a low
throughput. As a general rule, the architects have to foresee not
only where the bottlenecks of a solution might be, but also
whether these bottlenecks might jeopardize the fulfillment of the
requirements. If the architects do not possess enough informa
tion to perform such a critical estimation a priori, one or even
several prototypes should be developed. In this respect, without
the performance figures gathered in the previous phase, making
sensible decisions is difficult. By sensible decisions, I mean those
leading to an architecture/design that supports the expected
workload with a minimal investment—simple solutions for sim
ple problems, elegant solutions for complex problems.
Coding and Unit Testing
A professional developer should write code that has the fol
lowing characteristics:
Robustness: The ability to cope with unexpected situations is
a characteristic any software should have. To achieve the expected
quality, performing unit testing on a regular basis is essential.
This is even more important if you choose an iterative life cycle.
In fact, the ability to quickly refactor existing code is essential
in such models. For example, when a routine is called with a
parameter value that is not part of a specific domain, it must
nevertheless be able to handle it without crashing. If necessary,
a meaningful error message should be generated as well.
Maintainability: Long-term, well-structured, readable, and
documented code is much simpler (and cheaper) to maintain
than code that is poorly written and not documented. For ex
ample, a developer who packs several operations in a single line
of cryptic code has chosen the wrong way to demonstrate his
intelligence.
Speed: Code should be optimized to run as fast as possible,
especially if a high workload is expected. It should be scalable,
2

JPetStore is a sample application provided, among others, by the Spring
Framework. See www.springframework.org to download it or to simply
get additional information.
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and therefore able to leverage additional hardware resources to
support an increasing number of users or transactions. For ex
ample, unnecessary operations, serialization points, as well as
inefficient or unsuitable algorithms, should be avoided. It is es
sential, however, to not fall into the premature optimization trap.
Shrewd resource utilization: The code should make the
best possible use of the available resources. Note that this
does not always mean using the fewest resources. For example,
an application using parallelization requires many more resourc
es than one where all operations are serialized, but in some situ
ations parallelization may be the only way to handle demanding
workloads.
Security: The ability to ensure data confidentiality and integ
rity, as well as user authentication and authorization, is undis
puted. Sometimes non-repudiation is also an issue. For example,
digital signatures might be required to prevent end-users from
successfully challenging the validity of a communication or con
tract.
Instrumented: The aim of instrumentation is twofold. First,
it allows for the easier analysis of both functional and perfor
mance problems when they arise—and they will arise to be sure,
even for the most carefully designed system. Second, instrumen
tation is the right place to add strategic code that will provide
information about an application’s performance. For example, it
is usually quite simple to add code that provides information
about the time taken to perform a specific operation. This is a
simple yet effective way to verify whether the application is ca
pable of fulfilling the necessary performance requirements.
Not only do some of these characteristics conflict with each
other, but budgets are usually limited (and sometimes are very
limited). It seems reasonable then that more often than not it is
necessary to prioritize these characteristics and find a good bal
ance of achieving the desired requirements within the available
budget.
Premature Optimization
Premature optimization, (probably) because of Donald
Knuth’s famous line “premature optimization is the root of all
evil,” is, at the very least, a controversial topic. The misconcep
tion based on that particular quote is that a programmer, while
writing code, should ignore optimization altogether. In my opin
ion this is wrong. To put the quote in context, let’s have a look at
the text that precedes and follows it:
“There is no doubt that the grail of efficiency leads to abuse.
Programmers waste enormous amounts of time thinking about, or
worrying about, the speed of noncritical parts of their programs,
and these attempts at efficiency actually have a strong negative
impact when debugging and maintenance are considered. We
should forget about small efficiencies, say about 97% of the time:
premature optimization is the root of all evil. Yet we should not
pass up our opportunities in that critical 3%. A good programmer
will not be lulled into complacency by such reasoning, he will be
wise to look carefully at the critical code; but only after that code
has been identified. It is often a mistake to make a priori judgments about what parts of a program are really critical, since the
universal experience of programmers who have been using measurement tools has been that their intuitive guesses fail.”
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My take on Knuth’s paper is that programmers, when writing
code, should not care about micro optimization that has local
impact only. Instead, they should care about optimizations that
have global impact, like the design of a system, the algorithms
used to implement the required functionality, or in which layer
(SQL, PL/SQL, application language) and with which features a
specific processing should be performed. Local optimizations are
deferred till a measurement tool points out that a specific part of
the code is spending too much time executing. And because the
optimization is local, there is no impact on the overall design of
the system.
Integration and Acceptance Testing
The purpose of integration and acceptance testing is to verify
functional and performance requirements as well as the stability
of an application. It can never be stressed enough that perfor
mance tests have the same importance as function tests. For all
intents and purposes, an application experiencing poor perfor
mance is no worse than an application failing to fulfill its func
tional requirements. In both situations, the application is useless.
Still, it is possible to verify the performance requirements only
once they have been clearly defined.
The lack of formal performance requirements leads to two
major problems. First, the chances are quite high that no serious
and methodical stress tests will be performed during integration
and acceptance testing. The application will then go to produc
tion without knowing whether it will support the expected work
load. Second, it will not always be obvious to determine what is
acceptable and what is not in terms of performance. Usually only
the extreme cases (in other words, when the performance is very
good or very poor) are judged in the same way by different
people. And if an agreement is not found, long, bothersome, and
unproductive meetings and interpersonal conflicts follow.
In practice, designing, implementing, and performing good
integration and acceptance testing to validate the performance of
an application are not trivial tasks. You have to deal with three
major challenges to be successful:
➤

➤

➤

Stress tests should be designed to generate a representative
workload. To do so, two main approaches exist. The first
is to get real users to do real work. The second is to use a
tool that simulates the users. Both approaches have pros
and cons, and their use should be evaluated on a case-bycase basis. In some situations, both can be used to stress
different parts of the application or in a complementary
way.
To generate a representative workload, representative test
data is needed. Not only should the number of rows and
the size of the rows match the expected quantity, but also
the data distribution and the content should match real
data. For example, if an attribute should contain the name
of a city, it is much better to use real city names than to use
character strings like Aaaacccc or Abcdefghij. This is im
portant because in both the application and the database
there are certainly many situations where different data
could lead to different behavior (for example, with indexes
or when a hash function is applied to data).
The test infrastructure should be as close as possible to,
and ideally the same as, the production infrastructure.
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This is especially difficult for both highly distributed sys
tems and systems that cooperate with a large number of
other systems.
In a sequential life cycle model, the integration and accep
tance testing phase occurs close to the end of the project, which
might be a problem if a major flaw in the architecture leading to
performance problems is detected too late. To avoid such a prob
lem, stress tests should be performed during the coding and unit
testing phases as well. Note that an iterative life cycle model does
not have this problem. In fact, by the very definition of “iterative
life cycle model,” a stress test should be performed for every it
eration.
Designing for Performance
Given that applications should be designed for performance,
it would be useful to cover an approach to doing that in great
detail. However, the focus of this book is on troubleshooting. For
this reason, I limit myself to briefly describing the top ten most
common database-related design problems that frequently lead
to suboptimal performance.
Lack of Logical Database Design
Once upon a time, it was considered obvious that one should
have a data architect involved in every development project.
Often this person was not only responsible for the data and the
database design, but was also part of the team in charge of the
whole architecture and design of the application. Such a person
often had extensive experience with databases. He knew exactly
how to design them to guarantee data integrity as well as perfor
mance.
Today, unfortunately, it is not always so. Too often I see proj
ects in which no formal database design is done. The application
developers do the client and/or middle-tier design. Then, sud
denly, the database design is generated by a tool such as a persis
tence framework. In such projects, the database is seen as a
dumb device that stores data. Such a viewpoint of the database is
a mistake.
Implementing Generic Tables
Every CIO dreams of applications that are easily able to cope
with new or changed requirements. The keyword is flexibility.
Such dreams sometimes materialize in the form of applications
that use generic database designs. Adding new data is just a mat
ter of changing the configuration without changing the database
objects themselves.
Two main database designs are used to achieve such flexibil
ity:
Entity-attribute-value (EAV) models: As their name implies,
to describe every piece of information, at least three columns are
used: entity, attribute, and value. Each combination defines the
value of a specific attribute associated to a specific entity.
XML-based designs: Each table has just a few columns. Two
columns are always present: an identifier and an XML column
to store almost everything else. Sometimes a few other columns
are also available for storing metadata information (for example,
who did the last modification and when).
The problem with such designs is that they are (to say the
least) suboptimal from a performance point of view. In fact, flex
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ibility is tied to performance. When one is at its maximum, the
other is at its minimum. In some situations suboptimal perfor
mance might be good enough. But in other situations it might be
catastrophic. Hence, you should use a flexible design only when
the required performance can be achieved with it.
Not Using Constraints to Enforce Data Integrity
Constraints (primary keys, unique keys, foreign keys, NOT NULL
constraints, and check constraints) are not only fundamental to
guarantee data integrity, but they are also extensively used by the
query optimizer during the generation of execution plans. With
out constraints, the query optimizer is not able to take advantage
of a number of optimizations techniques. In addition, checking
the constraints at the application level leads to more code being
written and tested as well as to potential problems with data in
tegrity, because data can always be manually modified at the
database level. Also, checking constraints at application level
usually requires greater consumption of resources, and leads to
less scalable locking schemes (such as locking an entire table
instead of letting the database lock only a subset of rows). There
fore, I strongly advise application developers to define all known
constraints at the database level.
Lack of Physical Database Design
It is not uncommon to see projects where the logical design is
directly mapped to the physical design without taking advantage
of all the features provided by Oracle Database. The most com
mon and obvious example is that every relation is directly
mapped to a heap table. From a performance point of view, such
an approach is suboptimal. In more than a few situations, indexorganized tables (IOT), indexed clusters, or hash clusters might
lead to better performance.
Oracle Database provides much more than just the usual btree and bitmap indexes. Depending on the situation, com
pressed indexes, reverse-key indexes, function-based indexes,
linguistic indexes, or text indexes might be very valuable to im
proving performance.
For large databases, the implementation of the partitioning
option is critical. Most DBAs recognize the option and its useful
ness. A common problem in this area is that developers think
that partitioning tables has no impact on the physical database
design. Sometimes this is true, but sometimes this is not the case.
As a result I strongly recommend planning the use of partition
ing from the beginning of a project.
Another common issue to deal with during the development
of a new application is the definition, and implementation, of a
sound data-archiving concept. Postponing it is usually not an
option, because it might impact the physical database design (if
not the logical database design).
Not Choosing the Right Data Type
In recent years, I have witnessed a disturbing trend in physical
database design. This trend may be called wrong datatype selection (such as storing dates in VARCHAR2 instead of using DATE or
TIMESTAMP). At first glance, choosing the datatype seems to be a
very straightforward decision to make. Nevertheless, do not un
derestimate the number of systems that are now running and
suffering because wrong datatypes were selected.
There are four main problems related to wrong datatype se
lection:
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Wrong or lacking validation of data: The database engine
must be able to validate data that is stored in the database. For
example, you should avoid storing numeric values in character
datatypes. Doing so calls for an external validation, which leads
to problems similar to those described in the section “Not Using
Constraints to Enforce Data Integrity.”
Loss of information: During the conversion of the original
(correct) datatype to the (wrong) database datatype, informa
tion gets lost. For example, let’s imagine what happens when the
date and time of an event is stored with a DATE datatype instead
of with a TIMESTAMP WITH TIME ZONE datatype. Fractional seconds
and time zone information get lost.
Things do not work as expected: Operations and features for
which the order of data is important might result in unexpected
results, because of the specific comparison semantics associated
to every datatype. Typical examples are issues related to range
partitioned tables and ORDER BY clauses.
Query optimizer anomalies: The query optimizer might gen
erate wrong estimates and, consequently, might choose subopti
mal execution plans because of wrong datatype selection. This is
not the fault of the query optimizer. The problem is that the
query optimizer cannot do its job because information is hidden
from it.
In summary, there are plenty of good reasons for selecting
datatypes correctly. Doing so will likely help you to avoid many
problems.
Not Using Bind Variables Correctly
From a performance point of view, bind variables introduce
both an advantage and a disadvantage. The advantage of bind
variables is that they allow the sharing of cursors in the library
cache, and in doing so they avoid hard parses and the associated
overhead. The disadvantage of using bind variables in WHERE
clauses, and only in WHERE clauses, is that crucial information is
sometimes hidden from the query optimizer. For the query opti
mizer, to generate an optimal execution plan for every SQL state
ment, having literals instead of bind variables is in fact much
better. Chapter 2 discusses this topic in detail.
From a security point of view, bind variables prevent the risks
associated with SQL injection. In fact, it is not possible to change
the syntax of a SQL statement by passing a value through a bind
variable.
Not Using Advanced Database Features
Oracle Database is a high-end database engine that provides
many advanced features that can drastically reduce development
costs, not to mention debugging and bug-fixing costs, while
boosting performance. Leverage your investment by taking ad
vantage of those features as much as possible. Especially avoid
rewriting already available features (for example, do not create
your own queuing system, because one is provided for you). That
said, special care should be taken the first time a specific feature
is used, especially if that feature was introduced in the very same
database version you are running. You should not only carefully
test such a feature to know whether it fulfills the requirements,
but also verify its stability.
The most common argument against advanced database fea
tures is that applications using them are closely coupled to your
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current database brand and cannot be easily ported to another.
This is true. However, most companies will rarely change the
database engine under a specific application anyway. Companies
are more likely to change the whole application before changing
just the engine.
I recommend database-independent application design only
when there are very good reasons for doing it. And if for some
reason doing database-independent design is necessary, go back
and reread the discussion about flexibility versus performance in
the section “Implementing Generic Tables.” That discussion ap
plies in this case as well.
Not Using PL/SQL for Data-Centric Processing
A special case, from the point raised in the previous section,
is the use of PL/SQL for implementing batches that process lots
of data. The most common example is an extract-transform-load
(ETL) process. When, in such a process, the extract and load
phases are executed against the very same database, from a per
formance point of view it is almost insane to not process the
transform phase by taking advantage of the SQL and PL/SQL
engines provided by the database engine that manages the source
and target data. Unfortunately, the architecture of several main
stream ETL tools leads exactly to such insane behavior. In other
words, data is extracted from the database (and frequently also
moved to another server), the transform phase is executed, and
then the resulting data is loaded back into the very same database
from which it came. For this reason, vendors like Oracle started
offering tools that perform transformations inside the database.
Such tools, to differentiate them from the ETL tools, are com
monly called ELT. For best performance, I advise performing
data-centric processing as closely as possible to the data.
Performing Unnecessary Commits
Commits are operations that call for serialization (the reason
is simple: there is a single process (LGWR) that is responsible for
writing data to redolog files). It goes without saying that every
operation that leads to serialization inhibits scalability. And as a
result, serialization is unwanted and should be minimized as
much as possible. One approach is to put several unrelated trans
actions together. The typical example is a batch job that loads
many rows. Instead of committing after every insert, it is much
better to commit the inserted data in batches.
Steadily Opening and Closing Database Connections
Opening a database connection that in turn starts an associ
ated dedicated process on the database server, is not a light
weight operation. Do not underestimate the amount of time and
resources required. A worst-case scenario that I sometimes ob
serve is a web application that opens and closes a database con
nection for every request that involves a database access. Such an
approach is highly suboptimal. Using a pool of connections in
such a situation is of paramount importance. By using a connec
tion pool, you avoid the constant starting and stopping of dedi
cated services processes, thus avoiding all the overhead involved.
Do You Have Performance Problems?
There is probably a good chance that sooner or later the per
formance of an application will be questioned. If, as described in
the previous sections, you have carefully defined the perfor
mance requirements, it should be quite simple to determine
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whether the application in question is in fact experiencing per
formance problems. If you have not carefully defined them, the
response will largely depend on who answers the question.
Interestingly enough, in practice the most common scenarios
leading to questions regarding the performance of an application
fall into very few categories. They are short-listed here:
➤

➤

➤

Users are unsatisfied with the current performance of the
application.
A system-monitoring tool alerts you that a component of
the infrastructure is experiencing timeouts or an unusual
load.
A response-time monitoring tool informs you that a ser
vice level agreement is not being fulfilled.

The difference between the second point and the third point
is particularly important. For this reason, in the next two sec
tions I briefly describe these monitoring solutions. After that, I
present some situations where optimization appears to be neces
sary but in fact is not necessary at all.
System Monitoring
System-monitoring tools perform health checks based on
general system statistics. Their purpose is to recognize irregular
load patterns that pop up as well as failures. Even though these
tools can monitor the whole infrastructure at once, it is impor
tant to emphasize that they monitor only individual components
(for example, hosts, application servers, databases, or storage
subsystems) without considering the interplay between them.
As a result, it is difficult, and for complex infrastructures virtu
ally impossible, to determine the impact on the system response
time when a single component of the infrastructure supporting
it experiences an anomaly. An example of this is the high usage
of a particular resource. In other words, an alert coming from a
system-monitoring tool is just a warning that something could
be wrong with the application or the infrastructure, but the
users may not experience any performance problems at all
(called a false positive). In contrast, there may be situations
where users are experiencing performance problems, but the
system-monitoring tool does not recognize them (called a false
negative). The most common and simplest cases of false positive
and false negative are seen while monitoring the CPU load of
SMP systems with a lot of CPUs. Let’s say you have a system with
four quad-core CPUs. Whenever you see a utilization of about
75%, you may think that it is too high; the system is CPUbounded. However, this load could be very healthy if the number
of running tasks is much greater than the number of cores. This
is a false positive. Conversely, whenever you see a utilization of
about 8% of the CPU, you may think that everything is fine. But
if the system is running a single task that is not parallelized, it is
possible that the bottleneck for this task is the CPU. In fact, 1/16th
of 100% is only 6.25%, and therefore, a single task cannot burn
more than 6.25% of the available CPU. This is a false negative.

thetic transactions that are processed by robots, or on real
transactions that are processed by end-users. The tools measure
the time taken by an application to process key transactions,
and if the time exceeds an expected threshold value, they raise
an alert. In other words, they exploit the infrastructure as users
do, and they complain about poor performance as users do.
Because they probe the application from a user perspective,
they are able to not only check single components but, more
importantly, check the whole application’s infrastructure as
well. For this reason, they are devoted to monitoring service
level agreements.
Compulsive Tuning Disorder
Once upon a time, most database administrators suffered
from a disease called compulsive tuning disorder.3 The signs of
this illness were the excessive checking of many performancerelated statistics, most of them ratio-based, and the inability to
focus on what was really important. They simply thought that by
applying some “simple” rules, it was possible to tune their data
bases. History teaches us that results were not always as good as
expected. Why was this the case? Well, all the rules used to check
whether a given ratio (or value) was acceptable were defined
independently of the user experience. In other words, false nega
tives or positives were the rule and not the exception. Even worse,
an enormous amount of time was spent on these tasks.
For example, from time to time a database administrator will
ask me a question like “On one of our databases I noticed that we
have a large amount of waits on latch X. What can I do to reduce
or, even better, get rid of such waits?” My typical answer is “Do

Response-Time Monitoring
Response-time monitoring tools (also known as applicationmonitoring tools) perform health checks based on either syn
3

This wonderful term was first coined by Gaja Krishna Vaidyanatha. You
can find a discussion about it in the book Oracle Insights: Tales of the Oak
Table (Apress, 2004).
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your users complain because they are waiting on this specific
latch? Of course not. So, do not worry about it. Instead, ask them
what problems they are facing with the application. Then, by
analyzing those problems, you will find out whether the waits on
latch X are related to them or not.” I elaborate on this in the next
section.
Even though I have never worked as a database administrator,
I must admit I suffered from compulsive tuning disorder as well.
Today, I have, like most other people, gotten over this disease.
Unfortunately, as with any bad illness, it takes a very long time to
completely vanish. Some people are simply not aware of being
infected. Others are aware, but after many years of addiction, it
is always difficult to recognize such a big mistake and break the
habit.
How Do You Approach Performance Problems?
Simply put, the aim of an application is to provide a benefit to
the business using it. Consequently, the reason for optimizing
the performance of an application is to maximize that benefit.
This does not mean maximizing the performance, but rather
finding the best balance between costs and performance. In fact,
the effort involved in an optimization task should always be
compensated by the benefit you can expect from it. This means
that from a business perspective, performance optimization may
not always make sense.
Business Perspective vs. System Perspective
You optimize the performance of an application to provide a
benefit to a business, so when approaching performance prob
lems, you have to understand the business problems and require
ments before diving into the details of the application. Figure 1-2
illustrates the typical difference between a person with a business
perspective (that is, a user) and a person with a system perspective
(that is, an engineer).

Figure 1-2. Different observers may have completely different
perspectives.4
It is important to recognize that there is a cause-effect re
lationship between these two perspectives. Although the ef
fects must be recognized from the business perspective, the
causes must be identified from the system perspective. So if
you do not want to troubleshoot nonexistent or irrelevant
problems (compulsive tuning disorder), it is essential to un
derstand what the problems are from a business perspective—
even if subtler work is required.
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Cataloging the Problems
The first steps to take when dealing with performance prob
lems are to identify them from a business perspective and to set a
priority and a target for each of them, as illustrated in Figure 1-3.

Figure 1-3. Tasks to carry out while cataloging performance
problems.
Business problems cannot be found by looking at system sta
tistics. They have to be identified from a business perspective. If
a monitoring of service level agreements is in place, the perfor
mance problems are obviously identified by looking at the op
erations not fulfilling expectations. Otherwise, there is no other
possibility but to speak with the users or those who are respon
sible for the application. Such discussions can lead to a list of
operations, such as registering a new user, running a report, or
loading a bunch of data that is considered slow.
Caution: It is not always necessary to identify problems from a
business perspective. Sometimes they are already known. For example, the identification is required when somebody tells you something like “The end-users are constantly complaining about the
performance; find out what the causes are.” But additional identification is not needed when your customer tells you that “Running
the report XY takes way too long.” In the latter case, you already
know what part of the application you have to look at. In the former, you have no clue; any part of the application might be involved.
Once you have identified the problematic operations, it is time
to give them a priority. For that, ask questions like “If we can
work on only five problems, which should be handled?” Of
course, the idea is to solve them all, but sometimes the time or
budget is limited. In addition, it is not possible to leave out cases
where the measures needed to fix different problems conflict
with each other. It is important to stress that to set priorities, the
current performance could be irrelevant. For example, if you are
dealing with a set of reports, it is not always the slowest one that
has the highest priority. Possibly the fastest one is also the one
that is executed more frequently, or the one the business (or sim
ply the CEO) cares about most. It might therefore have the high
est priority and should be optimized first. Once more, business
requirements are driving you.
For each problem, you should set a quantifiable target for the
optimization, such as “When the Create User button is clicked,
the processing lasts at most two seconds.” If the performance
requirements or even service level agreements are available, it is
possible that the targets are already known. Otherwise, once
again, you must consider the business requirements to determine
the targets. Note that without targets you do not know when it is
time to stop investigating for a better solution. In other words,
the optimization could be endless. Remember, the effort should
always be balanced by the benefit.
Working the Problems
Troubleshooting several problems at the same time is much
more complex than troubleshooting a single problem. Therefore,
4

Booch, Grady, Object-Oriented Analysis and Design with Applications, page
42 (Addison Wesley Longman, Inc., 1994). Reproduced with the permis
sion of Grady Booch. All rights reserved.
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whenever possible, you should work one problem at a time. Sim
ply take the list of problems and go through them according to
their priority level.
For each problem, the three questions shown in Figure 1-4
must be answered:

time into its major components (see Figure 1-6 for an example)
and then to gather detailed information only when it makes
sense. In other words, you should collect the minimum amount
of data necessary to identify the performance problem.

Where is time spent? First, you have to identify where time
goes. For example, if a specific operation takes ten seconds, you
have to find out which module or component most of these ten
seconds are used up in.
How is time spent? Once you know where the time goes, you
have to find out how that time is spent. For example, you may
find out that the component spends 4.2 seconds on CPU, 0.4
seconds doing disk I/O operations, and 5.1 seconds waiting for
dequeuing a message coming from another component.
How can time spent be reduced? Finally, it is time to find out
how the operation can be made faster. To do so, it is essential to
focus on the most time-consuming part of the processing. For
example, if disk I/O operations take 4% of the overall processing
time, it makes no sense to start optimizing them, even if they are
very slow.

Figure 1-4. To troubleshoot a performance problem, you need to
answer these three questions.
To find out where and how the time is spent, the analysis
should start by collecting end-to-end performance data about
the execution of the operation you are concerned with. This is
essential because multitier architectures are currently the de
facto standard in software development for applications needing
a database like Oracle. In the simplest cases, at least two tiers
(a.k.a. client/server) are implemented. Most of the time, there
are three: presentation, logic, and data. Figure 1-5 shows a typi
cal infrastructure used to deploy a web application. Frequently,
for security or workload-management purposes, components
are spread over multiple machines as well.

Figure 1-5. A typical web application consists of several components deployed on multiple systems.
To be processed with a multitier infrastructure, requests may
go through several components. However, not in all situations
are all components involved in the processing of a specific re
quest. For example, if caching at the web server level has been
activated, a request may be served from the web server without
being forwarded to the application server. Of course, the same
also applies to an application server or a database server.
Ideally, to fully analyze a performance problem, you should
collect detailed information about all components involved in
the processing. In some situations, especially when many com
ponents are involved, it may be necessary to collect huge
amounts of data, which may require significant amounts of time
for analysis. For this reason, a divide-and-conquer approach is
usually the only efficient5 way to approach a problem. The idea
is to start the analysis by breaking up the end-to-end response
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Figure 1-6. The response time of a request broken up into all
major components. Communication delays between components
are omitted.
Once you know which components are involved and how
much time is spent by each of them, you can further analyze the
problem by selectively gathering additional information only for
the most time-consuming components. For example, according
to Figure 1-6, you should worry only about the application
server and the database server. Fully analyzing components that
are responsible for only a very small portion of the response time
is pointless.
Depending on what tools or techniques you use to gather
performance data, in many situations you will not be able to fully
break up the response time for every component as shown in
Figure 1-6. In addition, this is usually not necessary. In fact,
even a partial analysis, as shown in Figure 1-7, is useful in
order to identify which components may, or may not, be mainly
responsible for the response time.

Figure 1-7. The response time of a request partially broken up by
components.
To gather performance data about problems, basically only
the following two methods are available:
Instrumentation: When an application has been properly
developed, it is instrumented to provide, among other things,
performance figures. In normal circumstances, the instrumenta
tion code is deactivated, or its output is kept to a minimum to
spare resources. At runtime, however, it should be possible to
activate or increase the amount of information it provides. An
example of good instrumentation is Oracle’s SQL trace (more
about that in Chapter 3). By default it is deactivated, but when
activated, it delivers trace files containing detailed information
about the execution of SQL statements.
Profiling analysis: A profiler is a performance-analysis tool
that, for a running application, records the executed operations,
the time it takes to perform them, and the utilization of system
resources (for example, CPU and memory). Some profilers gather
data at the call level, others at the line level. The performance data
5

While working on a performance problem, not only do you have to opti
mize the application you are analyzing, but you have to optimize your ac
tions as well. In other words, you should identify and fix the problems as
quickly as possible.
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is gathered either by sampling the application state at specified in
tervals or by automatically instrumenting the code or the execut
able. Although the overhead associated with the former is much
smaller, the data gathered with the latter is much more accurate.
Generally speaking, both methods are needed to investigate
performance problems. However, if good instrumentation is
available, profiling analysis is less frequently used. Table
1-2 summarizes the pros and cons of these two techniques.
It goes without saying that you can take advantage of instru
mentation only when it is available. Unfortunately, in some situ
ations and all too often in practice, profiling analysis is often the
only option available.
When you take steps to solve a particular problem, it is impor
tant to note that thanks to beneficial side effects, other problems
might sometimes also be fixed (for example, reducing CPU use
might benefit other CPU-intensive operations, and make them
perform acceptably). Of course, the opposite can happen as well.
Measures taken may introduce new problems. It is essential there
fore to carefully consider all the possible side effects that a spe
cific fix may have. Also, the inherent risks of introducing a fix
should be cautiously evaluated. Clearly, all changes have to be
carefully tested before implementing them in production.
Note that problems are not necessarly solved in production
according to their priority. Some measures might take much
longer to be implemented. For example, the change for a high-

priority problem could require downtime or an application
modification. As a result, although some measures might be im
plemented straight away, others might take weeks if not months
or longer to be implemented. s
Technique

Pros

Cons

Instrumentation

Possible to add timing
information to key
business operations.
When available, can
be dynamically activated without deploying new code. Context
information (for example, about the user or
the session can be
made available.

Must be manually
implemented. Covers
single components only;
no end-to-end view of
response time. Usually,
the format of the
output depends on the
developer who wrote the
instrumentation code.

Profiling analysis Always-available
coverage of the whole
application. Multitier
profilers provide endto-end view of the
response time.

May be expensive,
especially for multitier
profilers. Cannot always
be (quickly) deployed in
production. Overhead
associated with profilers
working at the line
level may be very high.

Table 1-2. Pros and Cons of Instrumentation and Profiling Analysis

Dr. DR is brought to you by Axxana
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SQL Mini-Challenge
by Iggy Fernandez

T

he inventor of the relational model, Dr. Edgar Codd,
was of the opinion that “[r]equesting data by its properties is far more natural than devising a particular algorithm or sequence of operations for its retrieval. Thus,
a calculus-oriented language provides a good target language for a
more user-oriented source language” (“Relational Completeness
of Data Base Sublanguages”). Therefore, with the exception of
the union operation, the original version of SQL was based on
relational calculus, although, over time, other elements of rela
tional algebra like difference (minus), intersection, and outer
join crept in.
Testing of existence in a set using subqueries is the hallmark
of relational calculus. The following example has nested subque
ries. It lists the locations containing a department that either
contains an employee named Steven King or an employee who
holds the title of President or an employee who has previously
held the title of President.
SELECT l.location_id, l.city
FROM locations l
WHERE EXISTS (
SELECT * FROM departments d, employees e, jobs j
WHERE d.location_id = l.location_id
AND e.department_id = d.department_id
AND j.job_id = e.job_id
AND (
(e.first_name = 'Steven' AND e.last_name = 'King')
OR j.job_title = 'President'
OR EXISTS (
SELECT * FROM job_history jh, jobs j2
WHERE jh.employee_id = e.employee_id
AND j2.job_id = jh.job_id
AND j2.job_title = 'President'
)
)
)

The challenge was to rewrite the above query without subque
ries and in the most efficient way possible, as measured by the
number of consistent gets—the Buffers column in the query ex
ecution plan—when executed in the HR sample schema. The
competitors published their submissions on the NoCOUG blog
nocoug.wordpress.com. Oracle ACE Directors Kyle Hailey and
Tim Gorman helped judge the competition.
Backgrounder
The secret sauce of relational database management systems
is composed of what Dr. Edgar Codd referred to as “relational
calculus” and “relational algebra.” He was a mathematician by
training so he instinctively used complex-sounding mathemati
cal terms that normal folk don’t use a lot. Relational calculus has
nothing to do with college calculus; a relational calculus expres
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Iggy Fernandez
sion is simply an English-like non-procedural specification of the
user’s query requirements. Relational algebra, on the other hand,
is a step-by-step procedural recipe that details how to meet the
user’s requirements. The whole reason why there is so much in
terest in EXPLAIN PLAN is that it documents the sequence of rela
tional algebra operations that Oracle Database used at runtime to
execute any particular query; that is, it documents the query ex
ecution plan used by Oracle Database.
More precisely, relational algebra is a collection of operations
that can be used to combine tables. Just as you can combine
numbers using the operations of addition, subtraction, multipli
cation, and division, you can combine tables using operations
like “restriction,” “projection,” “union,” “difference,” and “carte
sian join.” These five operations are provably sufficient to imple
ment any requirement expressed in relational calculus. They are
also primitive; that is, none of them is a combination of the oth
ers. Composite relational operations can be devised by combin
ing these five operations; examples include “inner join,”
“intersection,” “outer join,” “semi-join,” “anti-join,” and “division.”
For example, inner join is obviously a combination of cartesian
join and restriction. Another example is A INTERSECTION B = A
MINUS (A MINUS B).

In “Relational Completeness of Data Base Sublanguages”
Codd showed how to mechanically convert a relational calcu
lus expression into a relational algebra expression. Refer to
http://goo.gl/SHcWLE for a worked example. In the case of the
challenge query, a little thought—or a lot of thought—will con
vince you that the EXISTS clauses can be eliminated by the simple
expedient of selecting distinct values of location_id and city
from the join of all the tables in the original query, as shown
below. Note that the jobs table has to be joined twice because it
occurs twice in the challenge query.
SELECT DISTINCT l.location_id, l.city
FROM locations l, departments d, employees e, jobs j, job_history jh, jobs j2
WHERE EXISTS (
SELECT * FROM departments d, employees e, jobs j
WHERE d.location_id = l.location_id
AND e.department_id = d.department_id
AND j.job_id = e.job_id
AND (
(e.first_name = 'Steven' AND e.last_name = 'King')
OR j.job_title = 'President'
OR EXISTS (
SELECT * FROM job_history jh, jobs j2
WHERE jh.employee_id = e.employee_id
AND j2.job_id = jh.job_id
AND j2.job_title = 'President'
)
)
)
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However, such a mechanical conversion from relational cal
culus to relational algebra may not be your best bet. In general,
there is more than one way to write a SQL query, and the query
optimizer may choose a different query execution plan for each
version. In other words, functionally equivalent SQL queries may
not be equally efficient in practice. This is the biggest unsolved
problem of the relational era.
Judging Criteria
The criteria used by the judges were correctness and effi
ciency. Efficiency was measured by the number of consistent gets,
that is, the Buffers column in the query execution plan. The
GATHER_PLAN_STATISTICS hint instructs Oracle Database to keep
track of “rowsource execution statistics,” which can then be
printed out by DBMS_XPLAN.DISPLAY_CURSOR. Judging correctness
is a much harder task, because no tools are available for deter
mining the equivalence of two queries. In fact, the reason why
the query optimizer may choose different query execution plans
for two functionally equivalent queries is that it cannot tell if
they are equivalent. What is needed is a systematic method of
converting a SQL query into a “canonical” version such that all
functionally equivalent queries would be converted into the
same canonical version. In the absence of automated tools, we
have to resort to thinking very hard and writing test cases.
We Have a Winner!
Kim Berg Hansen from Denmark wins the mini-challenge.
Not only did his solution survive the test cases written by the
judges but he reduced the number of consistent gets to the theo
retical minimum of 1 by using a UNION ALL materialized view.
The first branch of the UNION ALL finds employees named Steven
King or who hold the title of President, while the second branch
finds employees who previously held the title of President. Ma
terialized views can be indexed just like tables, so Kim created
an index consisting only of the location_id and city columns.
He also took pains to ensure that the materialized view was fastrefreshable on commit. Therefore, his solution continues to re
turn correct results even after the tables are updated.
CREATE MATERIALIZED VIEW LOG ON employees WITH ROWID, COMMIT SCN
(employee_id, job_id, first_name, last_name, department_id)
INCLUDING NEW VALUES;
CREATE MATERIALIZED VIEW LOG ON departments WITH ROWID, COMMIT SCN
(department_id, location_id)
INCLUDING NEW VALUES;
CREATE MATERIALIZED VIEW LOG ON locations WITH ROWID, COMMIT SCN
(location_id, city)
INCLUDING NEW VALUES;
CREATE MATERIALIZED VIEW LOG ON jobs WITH ROWID, COMMIT SCN
(job_id, job_title)
INCLUDING NEW VALUES;
CREATE MATERIALIZED VIEW LOG ON job_history WITH ROWID, COMMIT SCN
(job_id, employee_id)
INCLUDING NEW VALUES;
CREATE MATERIALIZED VIEW employees_mv
BUILD IMMEDIATE
REFRESH FAST ON COMMIT
ENABLE QUERY REWRITE
AS
SELECT 'CURRENT' record_type, l.location_id, l.city, j.rowid j_rowid, NULL jh_rowid,
e.rowid e_rowid, d.rowid d_rowid, l.rowid l_rowid
FROM locations l, departments d, employees e, jobs j
WHERE (
d.location_id = l.location_id
AND e.department_id = d.department_id
AND j.job_id = e.job_id
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AND (
(e.first_name = 'Steven' AND e.last_name = 'King')
OR j.job_title = 'President'
)

)
UNION ALL
SELECT 'HISTORY' record_type, l.location_id, l.city, j2.rowid j_rowid, jh.rowid
jh_rowid, e.rowid e_rowid, d.rowid d_rowid, l.rowid l_rowid
FROM locations l, departments d, employees e, job_history jh, jobs j2
WHERE (
d.location_id = l.location_id
AND e.department_id = d.department_id
AND (
jh.employee_id = e.employee_id
AND j2.job_id = jh.job_id
AND j2.job_title = 'President'
)
);
CREATE INDEX employees_mv_ix on employees_mv (
location_id, city
);

Kim’s solution to the mini-challenge mimics the definition of
the materialized view in the hope that “query rewrite” will kick
in. Because Oracle Database does not index null values, the re
dundant clause “WHERE location_id IS NOT NULL” is added to
ensure that the query optimizer uses the index.
SELECT /*+ GATHER_PLAN_STATISTICS */ DISTINCT location_id, city
FROM (
SELECT l.location_id, l.city
FROM locations l, departments d, employees e, jobs j
WHERE (
d.location_id = l.location_id
AND e.department_id = d.department_id
AND j.job_id = e.job_id
AND (
(e.first_name = 'Steven' AND e.last_name = 'King')
OR j.job_title = 'President'
)
)
UNION ALL
SELECT l.location_id, l.city
FROM locations l, departments d, employees e,
job_history jh, jobs j2
WHERE (
d.location_id = l.location_id
AND e.department_id = d.department_id
AND (
jh.employee_id = e.employee_id
AND j2.job_id = jh.job_id
AND j2.job_title = 'President'
)
)
)
WHERE location_id IS NOT NULL;

On checking the query execution plan, we find that the data
was indeed obtained from the index on the materialized view.
Only one consistent get operation was needed.
SELECT * FROM
TABLE(dbms_xplan.display_cursor(format => 'TYPICAL IOSTATS LAST'));
Plan hash value: 4093995400
-----------------------------------------------------------------| Id | Operation
| Name
|Starts|A-Rows|Buffers|
-----------------------------------------------------------------| 0 | SELECT STATEMENT |
|
1|
1|
1|
| 1 | SORT UNIQUE NOSORT|
|
1|
1|
1|
| 2 | INDEX FULL SCAN | EMPLOYEES_MV_IX|
1|
1|
1|
------------------------------------------------------------------

Kim wins a $75 Amazon gift certificate for his most excellent
effort. The entries of the other competitors have been published
on the NoCOUG blog nocoug.wordpress.com. s
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Many Things Oracle
by Biju Thomas
Biju Thomas

Editor’s Note: Biju publishes daily Oracle tidbits on Facebook
(fb/oraclenotes) and on Twitter (@biju_thomas). This article elaborates on a few of his tidbits to help you better understand them.
In this issue, Biju reveals a few tidbits related to SQL in Oracle
Database 12c.
READ Privilege
The READ privilege is new in Oracle Database 12c 12.1.0.2.
Why do we need a READ privilege when there is a SELECT privilege?
Well, the SELECT privilege includes a few more privileges than a
pure read-only privilege! With the SELECT privilege, in addition to
reading (or “selecting” from) the table, you are also able to do the
following:
LOCK TABLE <table_name> IN EXCLUSIVE MODE;
SELECT ... FROM <table_name> FOR UPDATE;

So, for better security to enforce a pure read-only privilege,
Oracle needed another privilege, which is the READ privilege. You
can use the READ object privilege or READ ANY TABLE system privi
lege. Both operate similarly to their SELECT counterpart, except
for the privileges listed above.
No, there is no READ statement to go with the READ privilege.
You will still be using the SELECT statement to read from the table
or view. You use the READ object privilege to enable users to query
database tables, views, materialized views, and synonyms. The
READ ANY TABLE privilege enables users to query any table or
view in the database.
So, for better security from now on, you may start granting
the READ or READ ANY TABLE privilege, instead of SELECT or SELECT
ANY TABLE, to the users who require only the query privilege on
the table or view.
Examples of grants and revokes:
GRANT READ ON XX.XXLE_CUSTOMERS_T TO smith;
GRANT READ ON XX.XXLE_SUPPLIERS_VW TO smith;
GRANT READ ANY TABLE TO peter;
REVOKE READ ON XX.XXLE_SUPPLIERS_VW FROM smith;
REVOKE READ ANY TABLE FROM peter;

Faster Counting
Those of you who work on large tables know the time it takes
to perform count of unique (distinct) values in a column using
the COUNT (DISTINCT <expr>) function. Starting with 12.1.0.2, a
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new function is available if you are not so particular about the
exact count of rows.
The APPROX_COUNT_DISTINCT (<expr>) function returns the ap
proximate number of rows that contain distinct values of <expr>.
This function provides an alternative to the COUNT (DISTINCT
<expr>) function, which returns the exact number of rows that
contain distinct values of <expr>. According to Oracle, APPROX_
COUNT_DISTINCT processes large amounts of data significantly
faster than COUNT, with negligible deviation from the exact result.
Here is an example:
SELECT APPROX_COUNT_DISTINCT (item_id) AS "Items Ordered"
FROM order_lines;
Items Ordered
------------25907
SELECT COUNT (DISTINCT item_id) AS "Items Ordered"
FROM order_lines;
Items Ordered
------------25901

Cascaded Truncate
In Oracle Database 11g Release 2 and earlier versions, the
TRUNCATE statement had the following two restrictions, along with
a few others:
➤

➤

You cannot truncate the parent table of an enabled foreign
key constraint. You must disable the constraint before
truncating the table. An exception is that you can truncate
the table if the integrity constraint is self-referential.
You cannot truncate the parent table of a reference-parti
tioned table. You must first drop the reference-partitioned
child table.

These two restrictions are removed in Oracle Database 12c
with the addition of a new CASCADE clause in the TRUNCATE state
ment. It is pretty useful that you need not worry about truncating
all “child” tables as well as disabling the foreign key constraint(s)
before truncating the parent. With the CASCADE option, Oracle will
truncate all tables with a foreign key constraint to the table being
truncated. The foreign key must be ENABLED and defined with ON
DELETE CASCADE clause. There is no set limit to the recursive level
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of cascaded truncate. All child, grandchild, great-grandchild,
etc., tables will be truncated.
Oracle Database 12c also extended the same feature to trun
cating a partition. Now, ALTER TABLE TRUNCATE PARTITION can in
clude the CASCADE option as well. Specify CASCADE to truncate the
corresponding partition(s) or subpartition(s) in all referencepartitioned child tables of the table being truncated.
Example:
ALTER TABLE OE.ORDER_MASTER
TRUNCATE PARTITION OM2000_Q1 CASCADE;

Limiting Rows in SELECT
Prior to Oracle Database 12c, I used words like “limiting,”
“restricting,” and “filtering” when teaching the WHERE clause. Now
in 12c, we have two separate clauses for limiting rows and filter
ing rows. WHERE clause behavior is the same as in previous re
leases, used for filtering the rows retrieved. The new FETCH clause
is used for limiting the rows retrieved. Limiting in earlier re
leases was achieved using ROWNUM or analytic functions like RANK
and DENSE_RANK.
The row-limiting clause in the SELECT statement follows the
ORDER BY clause, if used (in earlier releases, the ORDER BY clause
used to be the last clause of the SELECT statement, if used). Use the
OFFSET and FETCH clauses to limit the number of rows retrieved by
specifying a certain number of rows or certain percent of rows to
be retrieved.
The OFFSET clause is optional and used to skip a specified
number of rows before the retrieval begins. If the offset is higher
than the number of rows retrieved or is NULL, no rows are re
turned. The ROW and ROWS keywords are optional and used only
for readability. You need not provide the ROW or ROWS keyword
when using the FETCH and OFFSET clauses.
The FETCH clause can specify the number of rows to return or
a percentage of rows to return. The FIRST and NEXT keywords can
be used interchangeably and are for semantic clarity only. Either
one must be used.
The following examples clarify the use of the row-limiting
clauses in SELECT. First, show the top five salary-earned employ
ees:
SELECT first_name, department_id, salary
FROM employees
ORDER BY salary DESC
FETCH FIRST 5 ROWS ONLY;
FIRST_NAME
DEPARTMENT_ID
SALARY
-------------------- ------------- ---------Steven
90
24000
Neena
90
17000
Lex
90
17000
John
80
14000
Karen
80
13500

If there is a tie in the last row, using the WITH TIES clause in
stead of the ONLY clause will retrieve all rows with ties. The ONLY
or WITH TIES keyword must always be used with the FETCH clause.
In the following example, the top two salaried people are que
ried. Because there is a tie for the second position, all tied records
are retrieved.
SELECT first_name, department_id, salary
FROM employees
ORDER BY salary DESC
FETCH FIRST 2 ROWS WITH TIES;
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FIRST_NAME
DEPARTMENT_ID
SALARY
-------------------- ------------- ---------Steven
90
24000
Neena
90
17000
Lex
90
17000

The OFFSET clause is used to skip rows before the limiting be
gins. The following example shows the third-through-fifth posi
tion in salary:
SELECT first_name, department_id, salary
FROM employees
ORDER BY salary DESC
OFFSET 2 ROWS
FETCH NEXT 3 ROWS WITH TIES;
FIRST_NAME
DEPARTMENT_ID
SALARY
-------------------- ------------- ---------Lex
90
17000
John
80
14000
Karen
80
13500

There are 107 rows in the Employees table; instead of number
of rows, you may limit using a PERCENT. The ONLY or WITH TIES
keyword is a must whether using ROWS or PERCENT in the FETCH
clause. The following example shows using PERCENT to retrieve 5
percent rows from the Employees table:
SELECT FIRST_NAME, SALARY
FROM employees
FETCH FIRST 5 PERCENT ROWS ONLY;
FIRST_NAME
SALARY
-------------------- ---------Steven
24000
Neena
17000
Lex
17000
Alexander
9000
Bruce
6000
David
4800

Using the ORDER BY clause with the FETCH clause is not man
datory but is highly recommended to achieve a consistent re
sult set.
Last Login Time
Starting with Oracle Database 12c, SQL*Plus shows the last
successful login time when connected to the database.
[oracle@myhost ~]$ sqlplus system
SQL*Plus: Release 12.1.0.1.0 Production on Mon Oct 13 21:45:52 2014
Copyright (c) 1982, 2013, Oracle. All rights reserved.
Enter password:
Last Successful login time: Mon Oct 13 2014 20:40:20 -04:00
Connected to:
Oracle Database 12c Enterprise Edition Release 12.1.0.1.0 - 64bit Production
With the Partitioning, OLAP, Advanced Analytics and Real Application Testing options
PDB1@ORCL>

The SYS.USER$ table in Oracle Database 12c includes a column
to store the last login time of the user. In the previous releases, to
be able to know the last login time of the user (that is to know
when someone used the database), we had to enable “ AUDIT
SESSION” and then query the AUD$ table. As part of the increased
security features in 12c, last login time is now stored in the USER$
table itself, in SPARE6 column. This is great information to know
when a user last logged into the database.
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Security-related values in the USER$ table are [as existed in 11g
Release 2]:
➤ CTIME:

Date & Time when user was created

Date & Time when user password
was last changed

➤ PTIME:

➤ LTIME:

Date & Time when the user account was locked

➤ LCOUNT:

Number of failed login attempts

➤ PASSWORD: Encrypted value of the case-insensitive password

(10g version)

Encrypted value of the case-sensitive password
(11g version)

➤ SPARE4:

New in Oracle Database 12c:
➤ SPARE6:

Last login time of the user.

The value from this column is what is displayed when you
invoke SQL*Plus. By default SQL*Plus displays the last success
ful login time. The -NOLOGINTIME option turns it off.
If you are using the CONNECT syntax after logging in to
SQL*Plus, the last login time is not displayed.
SQL> connect system
Enter password:
Connected.
SQL>

SQL Behind the SQL
When troubleshooting or tuning SQL involving several views
and synonyms, you may wish you knew exactly what SQL is run
ning in the database engine. In 12c, Oracle provides you a func
tion for this: dbms_utility.expand_sql_text. This utility procedure
expands the SQL to show all base tables involved. It is easy to see
what query is being executed at runtime regardless of how many
views or synonyms you might have.
There are two CLOB parameters to this procedure—input SQL
text, and output SQL text.

addr.get_host_name('<IP>') from dual ”

gives the name of the
machine where the <IP> belongs (similar to nslookup).
GET_HOST_ADDRESS: “ select utl_inaddr.get_host_address from
dual ” gives the IP address of the local machine, and “ select
utl_inaddr.get_host_address('<hostname>') from dual” gives the
IP address of the <hostname>.
Examples:
SQL> SELECT utl_inaddr.get_host_name FROM dual;
GET_HOST_NAME
------------gomdb27
SQL> SELECT utl_inaddr.get_host_address ('ormdb27') FROM dual;
UTL_INADDR.GET_HOST_ADDRESS('GOMDB27')
-------------------------------------170.40.23.27
SQL> SELECT utl_inaddr.get_host_name ('170.40.23.27') hostname FROM dual;
HOSTNAME
-------------gomdb27

Biju Thomas is an Oracle ACE, Oracle Certified Professional, and
Certified Oracle Database SQL Expert. He is a senior solutions
architect with more than 20 years of Oracle DBA experience. He is
the author of Oracle 12c and 11g OCA, and co-author of Oracle
10g, 9i, and 8i OCP certification guides published by Sybex/Wiley.
He is a frequent presenter at Oracle conferences and publishes
articles for technical journals. Twitter @biju_thomas.

DBMS_UTILITY.EXPAND_SQL_TEXT (
input_sql_text IN CLOB,
output_sql_text OUT NOCOPY CLOB
);

Try this in your 12c database:
set long 32000
variable x1 CLOB
begin
dbms_utility.expand_sql_text (
'SELECT TABLE_NAME FROM DBA_TABLES',
:x1
);
end;
/
print x1

Old but Gold
To conclude, let me remind you of a largely unused or un
known feature: the UTL_INADDR package (8i+) provides two PL/
SQL functions to support internet addressing.
GET_HOST_NAME: “ select utl_inaddr.get_host_name from dual”
gives the host name of the local machine, and “ select utl_in-
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YesSQL!
My OpenWorld Diary
by Steven Feuerstein

B

efore heading out to San Francisco for OpenWorld and
the ACE Director briefing, I happened to pick up my
Oracle PL/SQL Advanced Programming with Packages
(my second book, published in 1996, following the
1995 publication of my Oracle PL/SQL Programming text at
IOUW in Philadelphia).
Here’s what I found taped inside the cover:

Steven Feuerstein

4:45 p.m. (just before food and beer—that’s tough). Ironically,
this was the first ACED briefing I’d ever attended, and I am no
longer an ACE Director. I’d never gone to any when I was an
ACE Director, because (a) that would mean that I’d be away from
home and family even longer, and (b) since I only knew (and was
interested in) one thing (PL/SQL), the vast majority of presenta
tions would be, well, boring.
Anyway, that was then; this is now. So at the briefing, I talked
about the importance of promoting Oracle Database as much
more than a “dumb” data store and instead as a powerful platform
for application development. Lots of nodding heads. However,
the message that seemed to resonate most strongly with my
friends was that we, Oracle, need them (and you) to help us dem
onstrate the power of Oracle Database, and to help users leverage
more of its advanced features.
The next morning (Saturday) was, to be honest, the highlight
of my entire trip—and OOW hadn’t even started. That’s because
I spent three hours with a good friend in the Purisima Creek
Redwoods Open Space Preserve, on a seven-mile walk through a
redwood forest. I like Oracle a whole lot, but technology can’t
hold a candle to the connection I feel these days to trees (and my
granddaughter).

That was the first Oracle OpenWorld ever, and I was still
working for SSC, the consulting firm I joined when I left Oracle
in 1992. I must confess, though: I don’t remember anything about
OOW96.
I have attended nine Oracle OpenWorlds. During that time I
published nine books on PL/SQL and one (with primary author
Guy Harrison) on MySQL Stored Procedures; I wrote one or two
automated testing frameworks for PL/SQL and racked up 2
million miles on American Airlines—ignoring my family as I
traversed a sizeable chunk of human-occupied Earth presenting
on PL/SQL.
OOW14 was, however, the first OOW I have ever attended as
an Oracle employee.
And it was a blast.
As I mentioned above, I went to the ACE Director briefing on
Friday and gave a short presentation at the enviable timeslot of
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But then my feet got sore. So we drove along Highway 1, had
a delightful lunch overlooking the ocean, and then I headed
north. A day later, there I was at Moscone. Not as beautiful.
Certainly not as peaceful. Not quite as inspiring. But still pretty
amazing.
I imagine that a few of my most devoted fans would like to
read a day-by-day account of my time in San Francisco. Most of
you would, however, get bored fast. So, instead, I offer the follow
ing highlights:
ACE Dinner
Even though I had to “give back” my ACE Director title
when I rejoined Oracle, Victoria Lira, the excellent director of
the ACE program, was kind enough to invite me along. It was
a great evening! These dinners are always fantastic, because
whatever the quality of drinks and food, you have within close
proximity literally dozens of the finest Oracle tech minds in the
world. Wow. These days I am seeking feedback on my ideas for
evangelizing application development features of Oracle
Database, and there was no shortage of advice and cautionary
tales.
YesSQL Celebration
I’d been thinking that when I joined Oracle I would more or
less continue what I’d been doing: writing, training, and pre
senting on PL/SQL. And sure, I will be doing that. But in addi
tion I have been asked to, well, shake things up a bit. Try some
different ideas for getting application developers excited (again)
about PL/SQL and, even more important, SQL. And one thing
I noticed as I looked around Oracle, our websites, and our com
munity is that SQL has become a bit taken for granted, like the
air we breathe.
So I figured that the first thing we should do is remind our
selves of how amazing this technology is and how important is all
of our work with the technology.
And thus was born YesSQL: a celebration of SQL and PL/SQL.
The idea for this event was, roughly, to not talk about products
and features but instead to share stories from our evangelists,
users, and developers (the people who build SQL and PL/SQL
and the optimizer and APEX, and so on).
About 500 people attended, which was great. My MacBook
started throwing a hissy fit right before we were about to
start, which was not so great. And since I organized the event
pretty much on my own, it was a bit hit-and-miss. I also didn’t
have my act together enough to make sure we took lots of
pictures and videos. I promise to do a (much) better job next
year!
We started off with Tom Kyte’s reflections on SQL and
NoSQL. With sharp insight, he noted that the whole point of
SQL was to replace “NoSQL” databases, such as VSAM. Then
the years go by, some people forget the power of SQL, the cycle
spins around and . . . it’s time for NoSQL again! Then another
few years go by, and now SQL is sexy again, because even the
Hadoop developers recognize that it is really, really hard to
write applications without a powerful set language like SQL.
Hence, NewSQL!
Then came a greeting from Thomas Kurian, executive vice
president of product development and former PL/SQL product
manager! Here’s a snap of Thomas eating from a slice of Happy
YesSQL Celebration cake.
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Next was, for me, a highlight of the evening: stories from
Andy Mendelsohn, EVP of server technologies. He’s been re
sponsible for Oracle Database and all of its surrounding tech
nologies for the last 12 years, but before that, let’s see: he built the
B-tree indexing code and was one of the co-designers of the
Oracle PL/SQL language. Been there, done lots of things. Andy
shared some very entertaining stories of the early days at Oracle.
We also heard from Andy Witkowski, SQL architect and (for
YesSQL) the NoSQL Pirate. Mohamed Zait, who heads the opti
mizer team, shared a very amusing video showing how his team
comes up with (and rejects) new ideas for the optimizer. Bryn
Llewellyn and Iyer Chandrasekharan (PL/SQL product manager
and senior director of product development, respectively) talked
about life with PL/SQL. Mike Hichwa reminisced about the early
origins of APEX.
And that’s not all. Maria Colgan of Optimizer and In Memory
fame; Graham Wood, SQL performance tuning wizard; and Joel
Kallman, director, APEX development, all chipped in with stories
and reflections on life with Oracle Database.
But then, sigh, we ran out of time. And not a single user
shared their story, which counts as a bit of a failure for me. My
apologies! We will, however, start gathering stories before
OOW15, and at YesSQL15, we will put users first and listen to
your stories before we let Oracle people fill up the evening.
DinoDate, aka, PL/SQL the Scripting Language Liberator
I gave a talk on PL/SQL new features in 12.1 and that was
great fun, as usual. But I also did a talk with Christopher Jones,
who is a PHP pro as well as an all-around strong Oracle tech
nologist (and PM). We wanted to show how you can leverage
Oracle Database as an application development platform and not
simply as a “dumb” data store.
And since I was involved, we needed to break out of the EMPDEPT HR demo model, because it bores the heck out of me and
I hate to be bored.
So we dreamed up DinoDate, the premier dating site for dino
saurs. After all, the meteor is falling. Time is running out. Must
find a mate fast.
Chris built the site in PHP, talking advantage of the “usual”
client-side or macro techniques for improving performance and
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scalability with Oracle Database, including End-to-End Tracing,
Connection Pooling, Bind Variables, Statement Caching, Not
Auto-Committing, Pre-Fetching, and Enabling the Client Query
Result Cache.
Still, performance was not the greatest. Enter, Steven Feuerstein,
PL/SQL Evangelist extraordinaire! “What else can I do?” asks
Chris, and then we showed how to improve performance and
scalability, and also add significant search functionality to users:
➤

➤

➤

Use Oracle Text to easily implement fuzzy searches.
Use Oracle Spatial to allow searching for nearby dino
saurs.

Overall, I thought it went quite well. We will explore using
DinoDate as a demo platform for our various technologies, and
we hope to make all code available to you soon.
Doing PL/SQL from SQL
My favorite session at OOW was Bryn Llewellyn’s “Doing PL/
SQL from SQL: Correctness and Performance” (CON8269): “A
SQL statement that calls a PL/SQL function is slower than one
that defines the same result by using only SQL expressions. The
culprit is the SQL to PL/SQL round-trip. Its cost can be reduced
by marking the function deterministic, by invoking it in a scalar
subquery, by using the PL/SQL function result cache, or by some
other caching scheme. With caching, you can’t predict the result
set if the function isn’t pure, so it would seem that caching should
be used with caution. This session shows that a function must
have certain properties to be safe in SQL, even without caching—
in other words that the possible semantic effect of caching is a
red herring. You can’t rely on how often, or in what order, an
uncached function is called any more than you can rely on group
by to do ordering.”
It was an impressive piece of research (actually interviewing
developers who built specific features), displaying deep and clear
thinking, and convincing (though somewhat limited) bench
marks. I offer Bryn’s summary below:

➤
➤

➤
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➤

Leverage Oracle Advanced Queueing to remove processing
bottlenecks.

➤

➤

➤

➤

Reduce network traffic with bulk processing.

➤

➤

Consolidate multiple server calls from PHP into a single
stored procedure.

➤

➤

➤

A PL/SQL function must be statement-duration pure if it
is to be called from SQL.
In most cases, this simply falls out of what you want to
write.
Mark it deterministic when it is (SSQ when not? Hmm...).
By its very nature, it’s likely to be self-contained—so use
pragma UDF, or equivalently write its whole definition in
the with clause.
You might well end up with a function that both is marked
deterministic and has pragma UDF. Don’t worry. The per
formance benefit of the SQL-friendly compilation mode
is not compromised by computations done for caching.
Pragma UDF is the hands-down winner because its ben
efit is independent of cardinality.

If you find a potential use for a PL/SQL function that does
SQL and that is called from SQL, think hard . . . very hard.
Might you, after all, express the whole thing in SQL?
Are you confident that you’re not getting nonsense by vio
lations of read-consistency?
Then, and only then, go ahead.
Result-cache it, or not, in the light of cardinality consider
ations.
Use the scalar subquery locution as well when you expect
to meet only hundreds of distinct values in any one state
ment execution.

Looking Ahead
OOW14 was in many ways the launch of our YesSQL cam
paign specifically and, more generally, the Oracle Database
Evangelist team. Still in formation (with announcements to come
soon), the ODE team has a four-part mission:
➤

➤
➤

➤

Help users maximize their investment in Oracle Database
technology
Build a vibrant, engaged global community of users
Promote our technology to all prospective users (reach
new developers)
Improve the reputation of Oracle Corporation in the appdev community

Or to sum it up: Oracle Database is more than just a red cyl
inder (data store). It is a powerful platform for application devel
opment (think SQL, PL/SQL Oracle Spatial, Oracle Text, EBR,
and so much more).
As this is an article for NoCOUG, I would like to emphasize
the second part: Build a vibrant, engaged global community of
users. Sure, there are a variety of Oracle tech communities out
there, from OTN to various Q&A websites and so on. And they
are all great. But I envision a much deeper, stronger engagement
by/with our users, especially the thousands of experts all over the
world who know as much about PL/SQL as I do (for example),
are eager to share their knowledge, and would also love to increase
their visibility in the Oracle community. Well, assuming that I
can do more than envision things here at Oracle, you will also see
announcements in 2015 about new websites and new apps to
create this kind of community.
But I can offer you this very concise bottom line: We can’t do
it without you. It is time for Oracle to partner closely with its
users, showcase what our users have done and can do with our
technology, show them (you!) some love, and give them much
better resources for leveraging advanced functionality. I am ex
cited about how we are going to be changing things up in 2015,
and I welcome you to come along for the ride! s
Steven Feuerstein is an architect for Oracle Corporation, with a focus on
applied PL/SQL. Since 1992, he has worked almost exclusively with the
Oracle PL/SQL language, published ten books, and traveled to more
than two dozen countries to present and train. At Oracle Corporation,
Steven is building the new Oracle Database Evangelist team, which will
be responsible for providing resources to help Oracle users succeed with
Oracle technologies, and also to build a vibrant, global user community.
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How Did You Learn So
Much Stuff About Oracle?
by Cary Millsap

I

n LinkedIn, a new connection asked me a very nice ques
tion. He asked, “I know this might sound stupid, but how did
you learn so much stuff about Oracle.”
Good one. I like the presumption that I know a lot of stuff
about Oracle. I suppose that I do, at least about some aspects of
it, although I often feel like I don’t know enough. It occurred to
me that answering publicly might also be helpful to anyone try
ing to figure out how to prepare for a career. Here’s my answer.
I took a job with the young consulting division of Oracle
Corporation in September 1989, about two weeks after the very
first time I had heard the word “Oracle” used as the name of a
company. My background had been mathematics and computer
science in school. I had two post-graduate degrees: a Master of
Science Computer Science with a focus on language design and
compilers, and a Master of Business Administration with a focus
in finance.
My first “career job” was as a software engineer, which I
started before the MBA. I designed languages and wrote compil
ers to implement those languages. Yes, people actually pay good
money for that, and it’s possibly still the most fun I’ve ever had at
work. I wrote software in C, lex, and yacc, and I taught my col
leagues how to do it, too. In particular, I spent a lot of time teach
ing my colleagues how to make their C code faster and more
portable (so it would run on more computers than just the one
on which you wrote it).
Even though I loved my job, I didn’t see a lot of future in it. At
least not in Colorado Springs in the late 1980s. So I took a year
off to get the MBA at SMU in Dallas. I went for the MBA because
I thought I needed to learn more about money and business. It
was the most difficult academic year of my life, because I was not
particularly connected to or even interested in most of the sub
ject matter. I hated a lot of my classes, which made it difficult to
do as well as I had been accustomed. But I kept grinding away,
and finished my degree in the year it was supposed to take. Of
course I learned many, many things that year that have been vital
to my career.
A couple of weeks after I got my MBA, I went to work for
Oracle in Dallas, with a salary that was 168% of what it had been
as a compiler designer. My job was to visit Oracle customers and
help them with their problems.
It took a while for me to get into a good rhythm at Oracle. My
boss was sending me to these local customers that were having
problems with the Oracle Financial Applications (the “Finapps,”
as we usually called them, which would many years later become
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Cary Millsap
the E-Business Suite) on version 6.0.26 of the ORACLE database
(it was all caps back then). At first, I couldn’t help them nearly as
much as I wanted to. It was frustrating.
That actually became my rhythm: week after week, I visited
these people who were having horrific problems with ORACLE
and the Finapps. The database in 1990, although it had some
pretty big bugs, was still pretty good. It was the applications that
caused most of the problems I saw. There were a lot of problems,
both with the software and with how it was sold. My job was to
fix the problems. Some of those problems were technical. Many
were not.
A lot of the problems were performance: problems of the soft
ware running “too slowly.” I found those problems particularly
interesting. For those, I had some experience and tools at my
disposal. I knew a good bit about operating systems and compil
ers and profilers and linkers and debuggers and all that, and so
learning about Oracle indexes and rollback segments (two good
examples, continual sources of customer frustration) wasn’t that
scary of a step for me.
I hadn’t learned anything about Oracle or relational databases
in school, I learned about how the database worked at Oracle by
reading the documentation, beginning with the excellent Oracle®
Database Concepts. Oracle sped me along a bit with a couple of
the standard DBA courses.
My real learning came from being in the field. The problems
my customers had were immediately interesting by virtue of
being important. The resources available to me for solving such
problems back in the early 1990s were really just books, email,
and the telephone. The Internet didn’t exist yet. (Can you imag
ine?) The Oracle books available back then, for the most part,
were absolutely horrible. Just garbage. Just about the only thing
they were good for was creating problems that you could bill lots
of consulting hours to fix. The only thing that was left was email
and the telephone.
The problem with email and telephones, however, is that there
has to be someone on the other end. Fortunately, I had that. The
people on the other end of my email and phone calls were my
saviors and heroes. In my early Oracle years, those saviors and
heroes included people like Darryl Presley, Laurel Jamtgaard,
Tom Kemp, Charlene Feldkamp, David Ensor, Willis Ranney,
Lyn Pratt, Lawrence To, Roderick Mañalac, Greg Doherty, Juan
Loaiza, Bill Bridge, Brom Mahbod, Alex Ho, Jonathan Klein,
Graham Wood, Mark Farnham (who didn’t even work for
Oracle, but who could cheerfully introduce me to anyone I
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needed), Anjo Kolk, and Mogens Nørgaard. I could never repay
these people, and many more, for what they did for me—in some
cases, at all hours of the night.
So, how did I learn so much stuff about Oracle? It started by
immersing myself into a universe where every working day I had
to solve somebody’s real Oracle problems. Uncomfortable, but

“Read, study, experiment. Find a
way to hook yourself into a network
of people that are willing and able
to help you. Immerse yourself into
some real problems. Help people.”
effective. I survived because I was persistent and because I had a
great company behind me, filled with spectacularly intelligent
people who loved helping each other. Could I have done that on
my own, today, with the advent of the Internet and lots and lots
of great and reliable books out there to draw upon? I doubt it. I
sincerely do. But maybe if I were young again …
I tell my children, there’s only one place where money comes
from: other people. Money comes only from other people. So
many things in life are that way.
I’m a natural introvert. I naturally withdraw from group inter
actions whenever I don’t feel like I’m helping other people.
Thankfully, my work and my family draw me out into the world.
If you put me into a situation where I need to solve a technical
problem that I can’t solve by myself, then I’ll seek help from the
wonderful friends I’ve made.

I can never pay it back, but I can try to pay it forward.
(Oddly, as I’m writing this, I realize that I don’t take the same
healthy approach to solving business problems. Perhaps it’s be
cause I naturally assume that my friends would have fun helping
solve a technical problem, but that solving a business problem
would not be fun and therefore I would be imposing upon them
if I were to ask for help solving one. I need to work on that.)
So, to my new LinkedIn friend, here’s my advice. Here’s what
worked for me:
➤

➤

➤

Educate yourself. Read, study, experiment. Educate your
self especially well in the fundamentals. So many people
don’t. Being fantastic at the fundamentals is a competitive
advantage, no matter what you do. If it’s Oracle you’re in
terested in learning about, that’s software, so learn about
software: about operating systems and C and linkers and
profilers and debuggers. Read the Oracle Database Con
cepts guide and all the other free Oracle documentation.
Read every book there is by Tom Kyte and Christian
Antognini and Jonathan Lewis and Tanel Põder and Kerry
Osborne and Karen Morton and James Morle, and all the
other great authors out there today. And read their blogs.
Find a way to hook yourself into a network of people that
are willing and able to help you. You can do that online
these days. You can earn your way into a community by
doing things like asking thoughtful questions, treating
people respectfully (even the ones who don’t treat you re
spectfully), and finding ways to teach others what you’ve
learned. Write. Write what you know, for other people to
use and improve. And for God’s sake, if you don’t know
something, don’t act like you do. That just makes everyone
think you’re an asshole, which isn’t helpful.
Immerse yourself into some real problems. Read Scuttle
Your Ships Before Advancing if you don’t understand why.
You can solve real problems online these days, too (e.g.,
StackExchange and even Oracle.com), although I think
that it’s better to work on real live problems at real live
customer sites. Stick with it. Fix things. Help people.

Help people.
That’s my advice. s
Cary Millsap has been part of the Oracle community since 1989.
He is the founder and president of Method R Corporation and a
performance specialist at Accenture Enkitec Group. He is widely
known in the Oracle community as a speaker, educator, consultant, and writer. He wrote Optimizing Oracle Performance with
Jeff Holt, and he is a co-author of Oracle Insights: Tales of the
Oak Table. Cary is also an architect of the Method R software tools
that help professionals around the world manage Oracle performance. He blogs at http://carymillsap.blogspot.com and
tweets at http://twitter.com/CaryMillsap.
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Database Specialists: DBA Pro Service
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Please visit http://www.nocoug.org for updates and directions, and to submit your RSVP.
Cost: $50 admission fee for non-members. Members free. Includes lunch voucher.

8:00–9:00 a.m.

Registration and Continental Breakfast—Refreshments served

9:00–9:30

Welcome: Hanan Hit, NoCOUG president

9:30–10:30

Keynote: Unlocking the Value of Data—Debashis Saha, eBay

10:30–11:00

Break

11:00–12:00

Parallel Sessions #1
LOB Internals and Best Practices—Andy Rivenes, Oracle Corporation
Database Sharding at eBay—John Feibusch, eBay
Toad Overview and Roadmap for DBAs, Developers, and Data Analysts—Daniel Norwood & Joanna Schloss,
Dell Software

12:00–1:00 p.m.

Lunch

1:00–2:00

Parallel Sessions #2
JSON Support in Oracle Database 12c—Mark Drake, Oracle Corporation
Editor’s Pick Database Platform Selection Tool—Mansi Narula & John Kanagaraj, eBay

New Automation and Collaboration Features of Toad—Gary Jerep & Daniel Norwood, Dell Software
2:00–2:30

Break and Refreshments

2:30–3:30

Parallel Sessions #3
Managing the Largest OLTP Database in the World—Paresh Patel & Samrat Roy, eBay
Why Choose Oracle NoSQL?—Robert Greene, Oracle Corporation
I Didn’t Realize Toad Could Do That!—Gary Jerep, Dell Software

3:30–4:00

Raffle

4:00–5:00

Parallel Sessions #4
Ice Cream Reception Replication and Integration Using SharePlex—Anahelen Raymundo, Dell Software
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